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What the heck is ULS???
By Joe Hahn, W8NBA

What is USL? I’ve heard of a USB port for the computer and Roy is
WA8UHB, but I’ve never heard of ULS. Well as Amateurs, we will all know
what USL is before too long. It stands for Universal Licensing System and
it’s the new way that the FCC will keep track of us. You will have to register
under ULS to change anything on your license.
The FCC describes its new system in this data taken from their website:
Licensing is the primary mission of the Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau. Once allocations are made, it is our responsibility to get
licenses processed as quickly as possible. This is not a small feat when
you consider that the Bureau processes hundreds of thousands of
license applications annually.
As our business has changed, our licensing database and processing
systems have become more complex. In fact, the Bureau currently has
11 different licensing systems that process application requests and
issue authorizations. While we are proud of our record, we feel that it
is time to step back and look at how we do business. To this end, we
have devoted resources to rethinking our whole licensing process. The
result is a new "Universal" Licensing System (ULS) that will be the
first comprehensive reform of our process in years. This system will
dramatically change the way that you interact with the Commission.
For additional information visit our ULS registration help.
So what does this mean to us? A lot! You have to register with the ULS
before you can change anything on your license. Moving, upgrading or
renewing all require registering with ULS before the FCC can process any of
those requests.
Cont. page 2
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While I’m not going to print all the information they have at the FCC website, I will give you
locations on where to get the information you need. While Internet access in not required to
register, they make it a whole lot easier to register over the Internet. This information is from the
FCC FAQ.

Who Has To File and Why
1. Why do we register our TINs with the FCC?
The Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996 requires the FCC to collect this
information.
Congress enacted the Debt Collection Improvement Act (DCIA) as part of an effort to
increase collection of delinquent government debts. As a result of the DCIA, the
Commission and other executive agencies are required to collect Taxpayer Identification
Numbers (TINs) from each entity doing business with a Federal agency, including
applicants for, or recipients of, a Federal license or permit.
In addition, the TIN will be used as a unique identifier for each licensee within the ULS.
The TIN, along with a user-selected password, will provide licensees access to their
licensing records in order to renew or modify their licenses.
2. I am with a state/local government agency and we don't pay taxes. Do we have to
file?
Yes, aside from the DCIA requirements to collect TINs, the TIN will be used as a unique
identifier for each licensee within the ULS. The TIN along with a user selected password
will provide licensees access to their licensing records in order to renew or modify their
licenses. As a result of the Debt Collection Act, the Commission and executive agencies
are required to monitor and provide information about their regulatees to the U.S.
Treasury. See question 1 for a description of this Act.
To get all the answers read the entire FAQ at http://www.fcc.gov/wtb/uls/uls_faq.html.

So how do you do this?
This information is from the ARRL Site at http://www.arrl.org/fcc/uls101.html.
The FCC says only a small minority of the Amateur Radio population has registered in the
FCC's Universal Licensing System, which was deployed for the Amateur Service on August 16,
1999. If you're unregistered because you're not sure how to register, here's a ULS primer for
those registering on-line.
In response to requests from the amateur community for simplified, yet detailed, steps to register
for the ULS, the ARRL offers the following procedure for individual Amateur Radio licensees:
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1. Start Netscape Communicator ver 4.5 or later. (Other browsers may work, but the ULS supports only
Netscape. It's available free at http://www.netscape.com --click "Browsers"). The FCC indicates that the
following browsers have been tested and are presently compatible with ULS: Netscape Communicator vers
4.7, 4.61, 4.51 and 4.5. (Note: Your computer must be equipped with a 32-bit operating system such as
Windows 95, Windows 98 or Windows NT). Ed note: I used IE 5.5 with no problems…
2. Go to the Universal Licensing System home page, http://www.fcc.gov/wtb/uls
3. Click "TIN/Call Sign Registration" on the main ULS screen.
4. On the next screen, check "Register Now" and click "Continue".
5. On the next screen, check "An Individual" and click "Continue".
6. You should now be at the Form 606 screen, identified in tiny print on the upper left. Complete only the
"Licensee Information" part of the form--the top part. You do not need to complete "Contact Information."
(That's designed for those who deal with the FCC via a communications law firm or other third party.) You
also do not need to be concerned with something called "SGIN" that you might encounter.
7. The "Taxpayer Identification Number" or "TIN" is your Social Security Number. Enter your SSN without
any hyphens or spaces (ie, 123456789).
8. Complete your name and address information. First name, middle initial, last name, and any "Suffix" such
as "Sr", "Jr", or "II", as appropriate. You may provide a PO Box address, a street address, or both. You
must include a ZIP code. The system will detect if the ZIP code does not match the state provided.
9. Form 606 still requires you to put something in the telephone number field, even though the FCC has said
that a telephone number is not now required of amateurs and that it will not make telephone numbers
public. If you do not wish to give the FCC your telephone number, you can fill this field with zeros or with
your area code plus 555-1212. A fax number is not required. The FCC does not require an e-mail address,
so if you prefer not to provide it, leave that field blank.
10. Once you've provided all the "Licensee Information" scroll down to the bottom of the screen.
11. At the bottom of the screen you must pick a password of at least five characters. We recommend that you
do not use your call sign for this. Enter your new password in the "New Password" field. The characters
you type will be displayed as asterisks (*) on the screen, so type carefully.
12. Verify the password you've selected by entering it again in the "Verify Password" field. Again, the
characters you type will be displayed as asterisks (*) on the screen.
13. Type in a personal identifier in the next field. The FCC suggests using your mother's maiden name, but any
word or name you prefer will suffice, provided it fits the field.
14. If you click "Notice to Individuals" it will tell you that everything but your Social Security Number will be
available for public inspection. The FCC has told the ARRL that it will not make telephone numbers or email addresses public. We have no reason to date to believe that this has not been the case.
15. Once you're happy with your choices, click "Submit".
16. If you leave out anything or make an error, the ULS will list "Error(s)" when you attempt to submit the
form. If this happens, go back and correct the errors identified and click "Submit" again.
17. Once you have the form correctly completed, you'll be asked to submit your call sign(s). Click "Enter Call
Signs" and follow the directions. If you are not yet licensed (you don't have a call sign yet) you can click
"Continue" without entering a call sign. If you have no call sign yet, skip over the next item.
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18. You should now be on the screen that requests you to enter your call sign(s). Enter your individual Amateur
Radio call sign in the first space provided. If you are a club station trustee, you may enter your club station
call signs, but this is not necessary. The FCC requires a separate registration and an Assigned TIN for club
stations.
19. Once your call sign(s) are entered, click "Submit" at the bottom of the form.

You now should be registered in the ULS. Your screen should display a form that shows your
"Licensee Information" as well as Licensee ID Number, personal identifier and password. It's a
good idea to print this screen and keep a copy in your files for safekeeping (primarily in case you
forget your password).
That's it! You're done! You're now registered in the Universal Licensing System. ULS
registration is required before amateurs can transact business (ie, file applications, renewals,
vanity call sign requests, address changes, etc) with the FCC.-- Rick Lindquist, N1RL, with
assistance from Bart Jahnke, W9JJ
Now for filing on paper. The form you need is Form 606. I have downloaded that form and will
make it available to CORC club members for a SASE. My address is on the cover of this
bulletin. I am sure you will also be able to get them from Universal or the ARRL.

What forms do I use?
All of the Forms mentioned can be found on the ARRL Web page. See
http://www.arrl.org/fcc/forms.html. Here is a brief synopsis of the forms needed for various
purposes in the Amateur Radio Service:
Amateur Purpose:
Pay Vanity Fee
Renew or modify an amateur license
Apply for a Systematic Call Sign Change
Apply for a Vanity Call
Apply for a Morse Code Exemption
Obtaining a duplicate license
Register under ULS
Register under ULS (non-US citizen)*
Renew or modify an amateur license**
Register under ULS (club station)***

Form
159
605
605
605
605
605
606
606
605
610-B

Plus Supplements:
605-main form, Schedule D
Schedule D, Part 1
Schedule D, Part 1; Form 159
Schedule D, Part 2
-

* Must contact the FCC and ask for an Assigned Taxpayer Identification Number (ATIN) in order to register under
ULS. See contact for the FCC Support Staff below.
** The FCC will only accept FCC Forms 610 through February 16, 2000 and only if the amateur puts his or her
Taxpayer Identification Number in the upper righthand corner (for US citizens, this is your Social Security
Number).
***The FCC Form 610B can still be used, but club trustees must contact the FCC and ask for an Assigned Taxpayer
Identification Number (ATIN).

I hope this has helped and not confused anyone even further than they are already. The FCC is
still part of the US government and you know how the government loves paperwork. Up to a
few weeks ago I had no idea this was coming. It’s been in effect for over a year, but just now
coming to light. I will keep you updated as more information becomes available.
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What is a HAM?
By Gerry Crenshaw, WD4BIS, Garland, Texas

controversial Wireless Regulation Bill as the
topic for his thesis at Harvard. His instructor
insisted that a copy be sent to Senator David
I. Walsh, a member of one of the committees
hearing the bill. The Senator was so
impressed, he sent for Hyman to appear
before the committee. He was put on the
stand and described how the little Amateur
station was built. He almost cried when he
told the crowded committee room that if the
bill went through, they would have to close
up the station because they could not afford
the license fees and all the other requirements
that were set up in the bill.

Have you ever wondered why we radio
amateurs are called HAMS"? Well, according
to the Northern Ohio Radio Society, it goes
like this: the word ham was applied in 1908
and was the call letters of one of the first
Amateur wireless stations operated by some
members of the HARVARD RADIO CLUB.
There were Albert S. Hyman, Bob Almy and
Peggie Murray. At first, they called their
station Hyman-Almy-Murry. Tapping out
such a long name in code soon called for a
revision and they changed it to HY-AL-MU,
using the first two letters of each name.
Early in 1909, some confusion resulted
between signals from Amateur wireless
HYALMU and a Mexican ship named
HYALMO, so they decided to use only the
first letter of each name and the call became
HAM.

The debate started and the little station HAM
became a symbol of all the little Amateur
stations in the country crying out to be saved
from menace and greed of the big
commercial stations who did not want them
around. Finally, the bill got to the floor of
Congress and every speaker talked about the
poor little station "HAM."

In the early pioneer unregulated days of
radio, Amateur operators picked their own
frequency and call letters. Then, as now,
some Amateurs had better signals than some
commercial
stations.
The
resulting
interference finally came to the attention of
congressional committees in Washington and
they gave much time to proposed legislation
designed to critically limit Amateur activity.
In

1911,

Albert

Hyman

chose

That's how it all started. You will find the
whole story in the Congressional Record.
Nationwide publicity associated station HAM
with Amateurs. From that day to this, and
probably to the end of time, in radio, an
Amateur is a HAM.

the

Hope to see you
on Nov. 11th!!!
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
by Jim Gifreda, W8MAP
Membership Chairman/Treasurer

Our membership roster now totals 299 members as of September 2, 2000. Sixty-nine of
those members are sponsored by another dues paying family member.
The Board of Trustees would like to welcome the following new CORC members listed
below:
KC8OVN
KC8PBD
K3ZAA
N8MIF
K8UL
KB8RZV

Michael Hullhorst
Chris Grant
Bill Welch
Earl DeVinney
John Tipka
Allen Waters

KB8RZW
KC8FRJ
N4LJ
KF4ZCP
KC8NMJ
WB4LTS

Melisa Waters
Christopher Cox
Nathan Jenkins
Paula Jenkins
Larry O'Neal
Kent Brooks

Please greet them when you hear them on the air!
Once again, many CORC members contributed to the operation of the repeaters. The
following individuals have made monetary or in-kind contributions since the printing of
the last newsletter. Our thanks go out to them!
KB8YBW
W8AVM
KC8EVS
KC8EVP
KB8ODS
KC8NMJ
KI8GW
KC8ESO
K8UL
KB8RZV
KB8RZW

Peter Shapter
Dick Redman
Franklin Counts
Eian Counts
Edward Whitney
Larry O'Neal
Frank Piper
Jackie Piper
John Tipka
Allen Waters
Melisa Waters

W8RRJ
W8RXX
W8MAP
K8VKA
WD8QWR
KA8IWB
K8NIO
N8RRB
W8NBA
WA8UHB
KC8FRJ

John Hull
John Perone
Jim Gifreda
Ed Schleppi
Phil Carter
Laura Lafferty
Trigg Tabor
Tony Fabro
Joe Hahn
Roy Hook
Christopher Cox

CW Learning Net
Want to work on that five word per minute CW to get to that next license level? If so, check into the
CW Learning Net on the 145.49 K8NIO Repeater each Friday evening at 8:00 PM.
Technical Net
Want to get help with that technical problem? If so, check into the Technical Net on the 145.49
K8NIO Repeater each Sunday evening at 9:00PM. You will be able to find help for those APRS,
Packet, computer and other problems.
Slow Scan TV Net
Want to know more about slow scan television? If so, check in to the Central Ohio SSTV Net on the
145.49 MHz K8NIO Repeater at 7:00 PM on the first Sunday of each month.
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THE GREAT CONTROLLER DEBATE OF 2000
By Phil Carter, WD8QWR

[E] What happened?

Since no election year can possibly exist
without some form of debate, we here at
CORC Central contacted both our
current Controller - CORCy and the
wannabe whiz-bang new-kid-on-theblock - Peecee. It seems that they have
been caught up in a whirlwind
discussion of various issues and we ask
both of them to give us a BRIEF talk on
what was in their minds. Well, in their
own words....

[C] I don't know. I was just sitting there
minding 76's business when POW!
ZAP!! ZILCH!! ELECTROCUTION
SOUND!! Boy - that HURT! I couldn't
remember anything. They rushed me to
Dr. Phil, and the rest is kinda a blur...
[P] I told you he's getting old.
[C] yeah quiet you box of ...

[Editor] Tell us what has been
happening in CORC these past few
months. Let's start with you CORCy
since you're the oldest...

[E] ...now I told you to be nice.
[C] ...Sorry, old lightning strikes
injury...It haunts me every now and then.

[Peecee]...ha! Take that!
[E] Please continue CORCy.

[Editor] ...Now be nice you two..
[CORCy] Well lets see...I was born a
long time ago in 1976 I think it was...or
was it 1971...

[C] As I was saying, I forgot almost
everything. Dr. Phil re-taught me most
of what I forgot, but I'm still a little
fuzzy on some things.

[P] His memory isn't what it used to be.

[E] Like what?

[C] ...That's true sure enough. Just
before Dayton this year as I recall, I had
a bout with amnesia that caused quite a
stir. I couldn't even remember how to
make myself talk, and I was sooo weak!
It took many weeks in the hospital
before I remembered how to talk, and
working, well, that's another story...They
had to do brain surgery and realign my
database and...

[C] Well, Rapid Access numbers for
one.
[E] Maybe our readers can help you out.
[C] GEE...ya think?
[P] Somebody has to!
[E] Let's start with something easy.
How about the 147.33 repeater. Do you
remember those?
[C] I think so. At least the code and number.

[P] Now you got him started we'll
NEVER hear the end of it...
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[P] here we go...Told you this would be long.
[C] hummm...ah...well...Oh yeah.
*10 ... 1-614-882-6527
*12 ... 927-1804
*16 ... 1-614-471-0637
*21 ... 927-1236
*22 ... 1-614-267-4228
*40 ... 1-614-777-4958
*42 ... 1-614-451-0396
*45 ... 1-614-864-1884
*46 ... 1-614-327-5447
*49 ... 1-614-855-2637

*57 ... 1-614-891-2944
*59 ... 1-614-475-1544
*62 ... 1-614-279-9112
*63 ... 1-614-433-0665
*65 ... 1-614-864-6242
*68 ... 1-614-471-8666
*76 ... 927-9040
*77 ... 1-614-866-5531
*80 ... 1-614-764-2337
*81 ... 927-4712

*82 ... 1-614-239-6676
*84 ... 1-614-837-7771
*90 ... 1-614-861-2693
*105 ... 1-614-888-5530
*159 ... 1-614-868-0744
*170 ... 1-614-855-1120
*171 ... 1-614-875-3846
*191 ... 1-614-794-3459

[C] How did I do?
[E] Looks about right to me. Maybe our readers have some corrections.
[C] If they do I sure wish they'd tell me!
[P] Somebody should!
[E] HOW BOUT IT FOLKS? IS HE RIGHT? Call me if there is something out of
whack, and I will have one of my doctors fix the problem.
[P] But that's a short list. Anybody could remember those. EVEN ME.
[C] OK smarty pants. You do the 146.97 list. My bro had the same thing happen to him
last year, and HE came out OK.
[P] OK Take this!...
*10..... 882-6527
*11..... 881-5574
*12..... 890-3260
*13..... 471-4760
*14..... 877-9076
*16..... 471-0637
*17..... 864-3100
*18..... 451-8588
*19..... 885-2402
*20..... 436-6358
*22..... 267-4228
*23..... 875-0742
*24..... 855-1120

*25..... 274-7557
*26..... 846-5268
*27..... 262-6799
*28..... 267-3162
*29..... 363-1464
*30..... 876-4992
*31..... 793-0164
*32..... 891-5145
*33..... 548-7707
*34..... 846-5909
*35..... 833-9292
*36..... 866-6289
*37..... 890-0313

*38..... 864-0485
*39..... 837-1351
*40..... 888-5912
*41..... 882-3540
*42..... 369-7036
*43..... 888-3452
*45..... 864-1884
*46..... 837-7403
*48..... 237-1323
*49..... 848-8329
*50..... 471-6014
*51..... 471-1089
*52..... 866-2665
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*53..... 488-6975
*54..... 855-3091
*55..... 488-6259
*56..... 436-4115
*57..... 486-1440
*58..... 868-5955
*59..... 885-6676
*60..... 876-6120
*61..... 891-3887
*62..... 279-9112
*63..... 861-6916
*64..... 471-5383
*65..... 864-6242
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*66..... 236-8654
*68..... 471-8666
*70..... 438-6456
*71..... 855-9463
*72..... 263-3092
*73..... 888-5750
*74..... 395-5452
*75..... 899-0372
*76..... 431-6220
*77..... 866-5531
*78..... 488-7680
*79..... 442-0651
*80..... 764-2337
*81..... 363-0902
*82..... 239-6676
*83..... 267-3134
*84..... 837-7771
*85..... 885-8664
*86..... 864-0755
*87..... 861-2139
*88..... 861-5848
*89..... 846-5150
*90..... 861-2693
*91..... 846-5757
*92..... 864-8370
*95..... 965-4573
*96..... 837-5332
*97..... 471-1592
*98..... 751-0798
*101..... 846-0949
*102..... 781-1131
*103..... 231-5700
*104..... 891-5378
*105..... 878-5425
*106..... 855-0419
*107..... 878-0162
*108..... 846-2622
*109..... 882-7756

*154..... 451-3052
*155..... 471-2393
*156..... 237-6532
*157..... 237-3911
*159..... 868-0744
*160..... 965-2731
*163..... 263-7871
*164..... 265-0509
*165..... 363-7385
*166..... 882-7496
*170..... 855-1120
*171..... 875-3846
*172..... 837-4482
*173..... 861-3980
*175..... 486-1438
*177..... 363-1851
*178..... 338-1344
*179..... 899-2147
*180..... 436-9967
*181..... 761-3688
*183..... 891-9692
*184..... 451-4054
*185..... 878-1282
*186..... 791-8497
*187..... 451-1290
*188..... 863-9955
*189..... 846-6184
*190..... 877-0401
*191..... 794-3459
*192..... 965-1195
*193..... 870-7353
*194..... 337-2687
*195..... 759-1902
*196..... 891-5635
*197..... 451-1761
*198..... 459-8121
*199..... 451-8194
*200.... 274-8420

*110..... 268-1229
*111..... 457-2647
*112..... 459-9444
*113..... 889-7579
*114..... 876-5156
*115..... 451-4874
*117..... 899-6660
*118..... 337-1883
*119..... 866-9365
*120..... 844-5588
*121..... 475-6751
*122..... 766-2665
*123..... 898-7628
*124..... 276-6557
*125..... 491-2117
*126..... 278-9516
*127..... 436-4598
*128..... 847-1747
*129..... 457-1436
*130..... 876-8777
*131..... 885-2524
*132..... 548-6475
*133..... 860-9559
*134..... 875-2330
*135..... 451-2184
*136..... 771-4856
*137..... 891-2615
*138..... 889-8453
*141..... 877-4524
*143..... 866-4059
*144..... 424-3839
*146..... 263-5819
*147..... 870-7651
*149..... 267-0956
*150..... 761-7454
*151..... 279-6877
*152..... 898-9825
*153..... 766-0251

*201.... 965-9368
*202.... 363-6159
*203.... 965-3315
*204.... 837-1011
*205.... 457-3964
*206.... 885-7984
*207.... 261-3647
*210.... 846-3797
*211.... 837-1007
*212.... 868-0043
*215.... 878-4635
*216.... 231-8373
*218.... 878-2562
*219.... 837-2330
*220.... 846-0486
*221.... 855-2607
*222.... 431-5201
*223.... 855-1539
*224.... 792-0851
*225.... 879-8378
*226.... 231-5453
*228.... 853-9721
*229.... 262-4662
*230.... 899-7691
*231.... 267-7602
*232.... 279-3614
*233.... 876-4168
*234.... 278-7608
*235.... 263-5774
*237.... 491-3197
*238.... 279-3504
*239.... 263-6143
*242.... 863-6588
*243.... 855-1528
*244.... 237-2331
*245.... 369-4242
*246.... 890-9724
*248.... 365-5519

[C] But you didn't tell us who they belong to.
[P] ...you're sooo smart you tell me...
[E] ...No, tell you what . Let's let the readers tell us. SAME THING GUYS. If Peecee
missed something here let me know and we'll send HIM back to the programmers...
[C] ...good riddance! Tell you what I'LL do the 146.76 repeater. That's the hardest!
[P] SHOWOFF.
[C] ..OK.. ok.. ok...here goes... aah
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*10..... 882-6527
*11..... 1-614 888-3184
*12..... 1-614 890-3260
*13..... 1-614 471-4760
*14..... 1-614 834-0424
*15..... 1-614 436-6127
*16..... 1-614 471-0637
*17..... 1-614 864-3100
*18..... 1-614 451-8588
*20..... 881-5545
*22..... 1-614 267-4228
*23..... 1-614 258-0383
*24..... 1-614 855-1120
*25..... 1-614 274-7557
*26..... 1-614 891-1443
*27..... 1-614 262-6799
*28..... 1-614 873-1690
*29..... 363-1851
*31..... 1-614 863-1983
*32..... 1-614 891-5145
*33..... 548-7707
*34..... 1-614 898-9825
*35..... 1-614 833-9292
*38..... 1-614 864-0485
*39..... 1-614 837-1351
*40..... 1-614 497-8251
*42..... 369-7036
*43..... 1-614 888-3452
*45..... 1-614 864-1884
*46..... 1-614 327-5447
*48..... 1-614 840-0836
*50..... 965-2731
*52..... 1-614 235-7945
*55..... 1-614 488-6259
*57..... 1-614 486-1440
*58..... 1-614 868-5955
*62..... 1-614 279-9112
*63..... 1-614 433-0665
*65..... 1-614 864-6242
*66..... 1-614 236-8654
*68..... 1-614 471-8666
*73..... 1-614 888-5750
*74..... 1-614 833-1926
*75..... 1-614 890-5314
*77..... 1-614 866-5531

*79..... 1-614 764-2619
*80..... 1-614 764-2337
*81..... 1-614 276-1689
*82..... 1-614 239-6676
*83..... 1-614 267-3134
*84..... 1-614 837-7771
*85..... 1-614 855-2341
*86..... 1-614 864-0755
*87..... 1-614 885-2402
*88..... 1-614 851-1073
*90..... 1-614 861-2693
*91..... 1-614 846-5757
*95..... 1-614 436-4052
*96..... 1-614 336-0769
*97..... 1-614 538-1719
*98..... 1-614 619-2442
*103..... 1-614 777-5484
*104..... 1-614 268-8497
*105..... 1-614 888-5530
*106..... 1-614 855-0419
*107..... 1-614 878-0162
*110..... 1-614 268-1229
*111..... 1-614 457-2647
*112..... 1-614 459-9444
*114..... 1-614 876-5156
*115..... 1-614 891-4148
*117..... 1-614 899-6660
*120..... 1-614 844-5588
*123..... 1-614 898-7628
*124..... 1-614 276-6557
*125..... 1-614 491-2117
*127..... 1-614 436-4598
*129..... 1-614 457-1436
*131..... 1-614 885-2524
*136..... 1-614 771-4856
*137..... 1-614 891-2615
*138..... 1-614 889-8453
*144..... 1-614 424-3839
*146..... 1-614 263-5819
*147..... 1-614 870-7651
*150..... 1-614 876-6554
*154..... 1-614 451-3052
*155..... 1-614 471-2393
*157..... 1-614 891-2716
*159..... 1-614 868-0744

[C] WHEW!
[E] Hey! That was GREAT!
what-da-ya say Peecee?

*163..... 1-614 263-7871
*164..... 1-614 265-0509
*165..... 363-7385
*166..... 1-614 882-7496
*170..... 1-614 855-1120
*171..... 1-614 875-3846
*173..... 1-614 861-3980
*174..... 1-614 891-2568
*178..... 1-614 888-4769
*180..... 1-614 436-9967
*183..... 1-614 891-9692
*185..... 1-614 878-1282
*187..... 1-614 451-1290
*188..... 1-614 863-9955
*189..... 1-614 846-6184
*191..... 1-614 794-3459
*194..... 1-614 337-2687
*196..... 1-614 891-5635
*197..... 1-614 451-1761
*199..... 1-614 760-5546
*200.... 1-614 274-8420
*202.... 1-614-837-2789
*204.... 1-614-497-2377
*205.... 1-614 457-3964
*206.... 1-614 885-7984
*207.... 1-614-267-7826
*208.... 1-614-759-1902
*210.... 1-614 846-3797
*211.... 1-614 837-1007
*212.... 1-614 868-0043
*218.... 1-614 878-2562
*219.... 1-614 837-2330
*220.... 1-614 846-0486
*221.... 1-614 855-2607
*224.... 1-614 792-0851
*226.... 1-614 231-5453
*232.... 1-614 279-3614
*237.... 1-614 491-3197
*238.... 1-614 279-3504
*242.... 1-614 863-6588
*243.... 1-614 855-1528
*244.... 1-614 237-2331
*246.... 1-614 890-9724

[E] Well, there you have it folks, right
from the controller's mouth. As I said, If
CORCy has forgotten anything, or even
Peecee...

Well,

[P] (long pause) Gee. I have to admit,
that's pretty impressive.

[P] I NEVER forget.
[C]... SUUUURE...
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[E] ...That's enough CORCy.
another story.

[E] ...AS I WAS SAYING.. IF CORCy
has forgotten anything, please let us
know. We will get the problem fixed
tootsweet.

That's

[P] Yeah, shaddup already. When I find
the right CD player that's worthy of MY
talents, I'll know. Then I have them for
ALL to enjoy.

[P] Tootsweet? That's one of the new
REPEATERISMS on CD.

[P] I doubt it. He's too old!

[E] We can cover that at a later date.
Just come see us at the November GHD
party and Bring some good food.
CORCy and Peecee have been known to
show up with big appetites. See you all
there!

[C] I think so... "This is Joe Radidio, and
I' m way up here..."

[E] Thanks guys! OK Cut!... Let's get
this thing out....COPY!

[C] (long pause) What's a CD?
[E] You remember REPEATERISMS
don't you CORCy?

Repeater Changes
Update for 145.49 K8NIO Repeater
By: K8NIO, Wm. Trigg Tabor II

Changes have been a happening … yeah,
yeah yeah. Yes, There have been a few
changes made to the 145.49 MHz K8NIO
Repeater system. All of this will make it a
better communications resource for you.
So, check it out.

come up as “Tabor, William” which is me,
“Trigg, K8NIO”. Please, let the family or
others know to not discuss this telephone
number on the air. I am trying to get
Ameritech to change the Caller ID name
to “K8NIO Repeater”, but have not been
successful, as of yet, but I’ll keep trying.

Now, what’s changed? First off, the
transmitter profile has been restored to
what it was three or more years ago. The
receive profile is still being worked on,
but has been greatly improved.

Also, the auto patch time has been
extended. You will have ten minutes for
all emergency speed dial numbers, which
should help when you are in an
emergency.
All other calls are five
minutes. Remember the repeater autopatch
phone line is paid by the minute of use. A
few extra minutes won’t cause financial
hardship, but it is there if and when you
need it. Just remember that the autopatch
is not intended to replace the roadside pay
phone for those private, extended or long
distance telephone calls.

There has also been a telephone number
change. The reverse autopatch number is
now 614-460-3032 and is no longer
blocked on your Caller ID. (CORC
members that need to do paging or reverse
autopatches should contact me for
instructions. My e-mail address is
k8nio@arrl.net) If you use Caller ID with
Names, you will find that autopatch calls
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Here is a list of the Emergency Speed Dial numbers for your use:
Agency

Emergency
Speedial number
911 (life - threatening
Ù 911
emergencies)
Columbus Police
Ù0
Ohio Highway Patrol
Ù1
Columbus Fire
Ù2
Weather (NOAA Weather Service)
Ù3
Franklin County Sheriff
Ù4
Reynoldsburg Police
Ù5
Westerville Police
Ù6
Worthington Police
Ù7
Upper Arlington Police
Ù8
Hilliard Police
Ù9
Grove City Police
Ù 101
Dublin Police
Ù 102
Gahanna Police
Ù 103
Pickerington Police
Ù 104
Powell Police
Ù 105
Bexley Police
Ù 106
Whitehall Police
Ù 107
Auto Club (AAA)
Ù AAA or Ù 222
Aviation weather (Don Scott Airport)
Ù 333
Delaware County Sheriff
Ù 401
Fairfield County Sheriff
Ù 402
Licking County Sheriff
Ù 403
Madison County Sheriff
Ù 404
Pickaway County Sheriff
Ù 405
Chemical ID hotline
Ù 704

CORC Membership Applications
Ever want a CORC Membership application to give to a new ham or someone that may
want to join? CORC Membership applications are always in the Club Display just inside
the entrance door at Universal Radio. They are also available on the CORC internet web
site at http://www.qsl.net/corc. You must have Adobe Acrobat Reader to use this form.
It is available for free at the Adobe Website.
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